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Every week Nikki chooses music that seeks to line up with the theme of the message.  
But this week when she asked me what I was preaching on I replied “It’s the kiss of 
death passage.”  “Oh great,” she said.  “There are lots of worship songs about that.”  
 
Of course “kiss of death” is an English phrase that finds its origin in the story of Judas.  
And if you look it up in the dictionary it will tell you that it refers to an action or even that 
causes certain failure for a person or enterprise.  So for example “Trying to please an 
audience is the kiss of death for an artist.” 
 
But this phrase is a bit ironic because Judas’ kiss didn’t cause the failure of Jesus’ 
enterprise at all – Jesus’ death had been central to His mission all along.  Instead it was 
Judas’ mission that was doomed at the kiss. 
… 
If you are new with us this week we are in Mark’s Gospel and a series called the Tipping 
Point where everything comes to a climax in Jesus’ mission.  And so we contrasted the 
generosity of the woman who anointed Jesus’ feet with the disciples who thought it was 
a waste.  We looked at Jesus praying while the disciples slept.  And now we get a kiss 
that differentiates the fait of two men and two kingdoms. 
 
So would you stand with me as we come before God’s word.  We are picking it up in 
Mark 14 verse 43.  Hear now the word of the Lord: 
 
[Read Mark 14:43-52] 
 
This is the word of the Lord.  You may be seated. 
 
Ears flying, naked men running a kiss, and we aren’t talking about university dorm life.  
It’s quite a passage!  But what’s going on here is essentially the clash of two kingdoms 
and two sets of values.  And it is Jesus’ question in verse 43 that highlights this.  He 
asks “Am I leading a rebellion that you have come out with swords to capture Me?” 
 
Now Jesus’ words here are miles deep and expose Judas’ heart.  So the reason Judas 
and the guards showed up armed is because they were expecting a fight.  And one of 
Jesus’ disciples does take a swing but he’s about as good with a sword as a soldier 
might be casting a net for fish – we will come back to that.  
 
But other than one ear Jesus and His disciples aren’t thinking about swords at all.  And 
so the army wasn’t necessary and Judas had just totally missed what Jesus was about. 
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So is Jesus leading a rebellion?  Well this is actually a bit tricky.  A rebellion is about 
bringing change to the order of things.  It seeks to replace the values at the heart of an 
existing kingdom with a new set of values for people to live their lives by.  And so yes, 
Jesus is leading a rebellion.  But it’s a different kind of rebellion than anyone has seen 
before because it uses a different set of tools to accomplish change. 
 
So let’s dig into this.  First, we are going to look at Judas’ kiss, his kingdom and its tools. 
Second, we are going to look at Jesus’ kingdom and the difficulties of embracing it.  And 
then right at the end there is this young man who runs away naked.  And in his story we 
get the power to choose the right kingdom.1 
 
So first, Judas’ kiss, his kingdom and its tools.  Judas has some ideas about how things 
were going to work in the garden, he expects resistance so he shows up with swords.   
 
Now the sword is not simply a tool of combat, it is also a picture of authority and power.  
And we see this throughout scripture.  For example in Romans 13 Paul talks about 
governments having the power of the sword.  And that means more than simply that 
they can kill people, really it’s talking about the authority and power governments have 
to compel people to fall in line with their values – it’s a tool of their kingdom. 
 
And there are a few tools that control behaviour.  So we are just in the process of hiring 
a new custodian at the church.  And we are exchanging money for service.  We want 
this person to adopt some specific behavior – mainly stuff like clean bathrooms and 
vacuum floors – and in order to convince them to do this we’ve put money on the table – 
money is a tool that gets people to do what we want. 
 
Another tool to control behavior is political strategy.  And we see this all over Canada 
right now as different ideologies are using different methods of political persuasion to 
get people to see things from their perspective and do what they want. 
 
So military might, political strategy and money, these are tools that kingdoms use to 
control people.  And Judas is wrapped up in all of this.  So he’s at the front of a band of 
armed men, who have conspired with the political authorities and money has greased 
his palm or his lips as it turns out.  It’s a kingdom with its own set of values.   
… 
Now Jesus is no stranger to kingdoms or values.  In fact the first words He speaks in 
Mark are about the Kingdom He is ushering in.  He says: 

The time promised by God has come at last!... The Kingdom of God is near! Repent of 

your sins and believe the Good News!” (Mark 1:15) 
 
In other words God’s Kingdom is breaking into the world and if we change the way we 
live we can be part of it.  That’s Jesus’ good news. 
 

 
1 Outline adapted from Tim Keller https://gospelinlife.com/downloads/the-kiss-of-death-5482/ (Accessed February 
10, 2022) 

https://gospelinlife.com/downloads/the-kiss-of-death-5482/
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And then of course in Matthew, Mark, Luke and John Jesus unpacks what it looks like 
when people repent of the old life and embrace His kingdom.  And so broken people get 
blown away by how much God loves them and they get healed physically and financially 
and relationally and spiritually.  And they start living for God’s glory.  But none of this 
makes sense to Judas. 
 
For Judas, kingdom is about making people do what we want.  And so Judas shows up 
in the garden with swords and an army.  It’s the way he is trying to run his kingdom, but 
Jesus says “The fact that you are here with swords shows that you don’t have any idea 
what I’m about.  
 
But it’s not that He isn’t introducing a new set of values to live by – He is – it’s just that 
swords have no ability to stop what He’s bringing. 
 
So every revolution is the same at its core.  One group is in power, and they use the 
sword and money and political strategy to maintain control and instill their values. 
 
And then another group arises that has a different set of values and they use swords 
and money and politics to overthrow the first group and instill their own values.  And 
nothing changes other than the color of the clothes.  The red guys go out and the blue 
guys come in and it’s all the same.  Friends, don’t look to governments or political 
parties for your salvation. 
 
But here’s the point: Judas shows up in the garden with a sword because he thinks this 
is the only way to get stuff done.  
 
But Jesus’ kingdom isn’t like any other kingdom.  Now He does have a list of values that 
He wants people to live by, but it’s a different set of values than anyone else has ever 
sought to establish.  And His revolution is like no other revolution because He’s not 
using the same tools every other kingdom is based on.  But it is a real kingdom, and it’s 
the only place real salvation is found.  But this doesn’t mean it’s easy to join Jesus’ 
kingdom, in fact it’s really hard. 
… 
So what’s Jesus’ kingdom about?  Well interestingly Jesus is constantly talking about 
the kingdom or God but He never comes right out and defines it.  Instead He uses all 
sorts of pictures to illustrate different things about it. 
 
So the kingdom is like treasure hidden in a field – it’s worth trading your whole life to 
get.  And the kingdom is like leaven that a woman mixed into flour – it has a mysterious 
ability to spread.  And the kingdom is like a dragnet that fishermen throw into the sea – 
it gathers in good and bad, and the bad gets discarded later.  Jesus is constantly using 
stories like these to describe the kingdom.   
 
But in Luke 6 He gives us a list of the kingdom’s values.  This is probably as close as 
He comes to defining it.  And this list shows how everything in Jesus’ kingdom flips the 
values of the world’s kingdoms on their heads.  So Jesus says: 
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“God blesses you who are poor, 

    for the Kingdom of God is yours. 

God blesses you who are hungry now, 

    for you will be satisfied. 

God blesses you who weep now, 

    for in due time you will laugh. 

What blessings await you when people hate you and exclude you and mock you 

and curse you as evil because you follow the Son of Man… 

“What sorrow awaits you who are rich, 

    for you have your only happiness now. 

What sorrow awaits you who are fat and prosperous now, 

    for a time of awful hunger awaits you. 

What sorrow awaits you who laugh now, 

    for your laughing will turn to mourning and sorrow. 

What sorrow awaits you who are praised by the crowds, 

    for their ancestors also praised false prophets. (Luke 6:20-26) 

 
This is such a strange list.  It’s a reversal of everything that makes sense to every 
earthly kingdom.  All the things the world values Jesus puts at the bottom.   
 
So in the world’s kingdoms it’s power and money and influence that matter.  And we all 
want these things.  If I said: “Put your hands up if you would be okay with someone 
giving you a million bucks.”  The only people with their hands down would be saying 
“Come on you guys, you’re in church, it’s a trick question.” 
 
But Jesus isn’t giving us a trick question in Luke 6.  In His kingdom people who have 
arrived at the top of the world’s values structure really are pitiable and sad.   
 
And in place Jesus says weird stuff like God blesses the poor and the hungry and those 
who are mourning.  But who wants more of that in their lives?  Some more poverty or 
hunger or mourning anyone?  Jesus’ values seem to make no sense. 
 
It’s so hard to embrace Jesus’ kingdom that when there is a clash with Judas even 
people who have bought into Jesus get confused.  Look at verse 47: 

But one of the men with Jesus pulled out his sword and struck the high priest’s slave, 

slashing off his ear. (Mark 14:47) 
 
Now Mark was a disciple of Peter and respectfully doesn’t tell us who had the sword, 
but John has no problem chucking Peter under the bus – it was him!  And we are going 
to get to Peter more in a couple weeks.  But here’s the thing with Pete, he loves Jesus!  
He’s the real deal.  And yet when the kingdoms clash Peter pulls out his sword. 
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And he’s awesome with it isn’t he?  He manages not to chop his thumbs off – that’s 
good.  But can you think of any other times when the church tried to use the sword and 
just caused more trouble?  This isn’t our tool.  But it’s easy to fall into the world’s 
methods and hard to adopt Jesus’ values. 
 
So why is this so hard for Peter?  It’s because Jesus’ kingdom isn’t of this world and it 
doesn’t gain power the way other kingdoms gain power.  Instead Jesus’ kingdom has 
the same strategy for growth as a kernel of wheat does to produce grain.  
 
You see in every other kingdom there is a king who puts himself first and uses power 
and money and influence to get his people to adopt his values.  But in Jesus’ kingdom 
He puts Himself and His desires second.  He gives up power and wealth to put the 
needs of His people first.  And that’s the way He instills His values.  We see Him serve 
us and we fall in love.  And this is how Jesus changed the world. 
… 
Now secular culture wants to undermine the influence that Jesus has had on the world, 
but it has been profound.  Just one example: 
 
If you’ve studied anthropology you know that prior to Christianity most cultures operated 
on a shame and honour system.  I got to experience one of these when I lived in Korea.  
Korean civilization dates back to 3000 BC and it’s a shame and honour culture. 
 
And what this means is sin doesn’t happen when you break the law, sin happens when 
you shame a friend.  So you can drive your car through a red light or right down the 
sidewalk in front of a police officer and not get in trouble as long as you don’t hurt 
anyone – I did this.  But if you embarrass someone in front of their peers this is terrible – 
and I did that too.  But you never want to embarrass someone in Korea. 
 
Why not?  The reason is because if you embarrass someone you are exposing their 
weakness.  And only a shameful and weak person would ever expose someone else’s 
weakness.  And you cannot live unless people respect you for being strong and 
honourable.  And so at its heart shame and honour systems are built on the 
consideration of yourself.  You are thinking about your honour and your respect and that 
is why you respect others. 
 
But Jesus introduced a different kind of reasoning into the world.  Those who follow 
Jesus would also not want to embarrass a friend, but they would do it thinking about the 
other person.  They would put themselves in their friend’s shoes and see things from 
their perspective.  And they would understand how hard it would be for that person to be 
embarrassed or disrespected.   
 
And the idea of thinking about the other before yourself has become the foundation of 
the western moral system, but it originates with Jesus.  This is Christian influence. 
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Now I’m not saying Western culture is Christian.  Yes, aspects of Christianity have 
influenced our culture, but no culture follows Christ. And that’s because when the rubber 
hits the road even those who believe in Jesus often revert back to the sword.   
 
And so Christian Europe set out on the Crusades believing that the sword would help 
them to establish Jesus’ kingdom – they totally missed what Jesus was about.  And in 
our text today Peter manages to cut off some servant’s ear believing that he is 
defending Jesus.  And there are lots of other examples. 
 
Here’s the point, it’s hard to live in Jesus’ kingdom because the values of Jesus’ 
kingdom are opposite to the values we swim around in every day. 
 
So to follow Jesus means we value the weak and the poor and the suffering and the 
rejected.  We love them.  And we don’t just throw a few bucks at them, we listen to them 
and lay ourselves down for them.  We put ourselves in their shoes. 
 
And that’s hard because when you love broken people there is a cost to your love.  To 
love means to take on another’s brokenness.  To love a poor person means to take on 
some of their poverty.  To love a rejected person it means to take on some of their 
rejection.  There is real cost to adopting the values of Jesus’ kingdom. 
… 
So how can we possibly do this?  How can we give up the values of the world and 
embrace Jesus’ values and His kingdom?  We get a hint in this strange story about a 
naked man at the end of our text.  Look at verse 50: 

Then all His disciples deserted Him and ran away.  One young man following behind was 

clothed only in a long linen shirt. When the mob tried to grab him, he slipped out of his 

shirt and ran away naked. (Mark 14:50-52)  
 
That’s a bad day!  So this guy is following Jesus, but just like all the other disciples he is 
a shameful coward who runs away in Jesus’ moment of need.  And he does it naked.  
Nakedness in scripture is an abject picture of shame and disgrace.   
 
And just like Mark respectfully doesn’t put the sword in Peter’s hand many theologians 
think Mark is here respectfully not letting us know this naked guy was him.  He was 
there!  And he was just as cowardly and broken as every other disciple.   
 
What’s the point?  Well N.T. Write notes here that by fleeing naked from the garden 
Mark is reminding us about another garden full of naked people – the Garden of Eden.  
And there some people failed a test and so fled naked and hid.  And now we are in 
another garden and there is another test, and everyone is failing again.2 
 
But there is one difference.  In the middle of this garden is a Man who is passing the 
test – the hardest test.  Everyone else is fleeing because they are afraid of the sword, 
but Jesus is standing firm.  And He’s facing a bigger sword. 

 
2 N.T. Write “Mark for Everyone”  
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So in the first garden when Adam and Eve got kicked out they turned around and 
realized that they couldn’t go back because there was a sword.  There was an angel at 
the entrance of the Garden with a flaming sword.   
 
And the sword was divine justice.  Our sin separates us from God.  And there is no way 
back into God’s presence unless someone takes that sword. 
 
And so here Mark and Peter and all the other disciples, and us, are fleeing from the little 
swords of the world – there is no one righteous.  And Jesus is in the garden facing the 
ultimate sword of God’s justice.  And He stands while we run. 
 
And this is where we get the power to stand and live in Jesus’ kingdom now.  You see 
Jesus isn’t just giving us an example to follow – just stand strong!  If you try to follow 
Jesus’ example it will kill you.  You are not good enough for God.  And you aren’t strong 
enough to stand.  But if you see that Jesus is in the garden your substitute it will 
transform you. 
 
You see the disciples all went free even though they were disobedient cowards who 
deserved justice.  And Jesus stayed.  And He got what they and we deserve.  And He 
did this so we could get what He deserved.  He substituted Himself for us. 
 
Jesus loved broken people.  And to love broken people means to take on their 
brokenness.  So He gave up the power and wealth of heaven to associate Himself with 
our poverty so we could become rich.  He gave up His name and associated Himself 
with our shame so we could become children of God.  And it is in seeing what Jesus 
has done for you that a person gets transformed. 
 
You see the God of the universe loves you this much.  He stood in the garden and took 
the kiss of death that you and I deserve.  He took God’s flaming sword of justice.  And in 
return He offers you the kiss of abundant life and invites you back into the garden He 
created you for. 
 
And if you see how Jesus laid down His life to give you yours then you will fall in love.  
And if you fall in love with Jesus then you will want to live your life in a way that pleases 
Him; you will find yourself wanting to adopt His values and live like Him. 
 
So it’s an upside down kingdom He invites us into.  It’s a kingdom that values the weak 
and the poor and the rejected because Jesus valued us.  And because He thought of us 
instead of Himself He doesn’t need a sword or money or political influence to get us to 
adopt His values, He uses love.   
 
And when you love someone you want to please them.  And it’s this love of His kingdom 
that has the power to transform the world without a sword.  And this is the kingdom He 
offers us the opportunity to participate in.  So will you join the revolution? 


